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ABSTRACT
We provide a new fitting formula of the matter bispectrum in the nonlinear regime calibrated by
high-resolution cosmological N -body simulations of 41 cold dark matter (wCDM, w = constant)
models around the Planck 2015 best-fit parameters. As the parameterization in our fitting function
is similar to that in Halofit, our fitting is named BiHalofit. The simulation volume is sufficiently large
(> 10Gpc3) to cover almost all measurable triangle bispectrum configurations in the universe. The
function is also calibrated using one-loop perturbation theory at large scales (k < 0.3 hMpc−1). Our
formula reproduced the matter bispectrum to within 10 (15)% accuracy in the Planck 2015 model at
wavenumber k < 3 (10)hMpc−1 and redshifts z = 0–3. The other 40 wCDM models obtained poorer
fits, with accuracy approximating 20% at k < 3 hMpc−1 and z = 0–1.5 (the deviation includes
the 10%-level sample variance of the simulations). We also provide a fitting formula that corrects
the baryonic effects such as radiative cooling and active galactic nucleus feedback, using the latest
hydrodynamical simulation IllustrisTNG. We demonstrate that our new formula more accurately
predicts the weak-lensing bispectrum than the existing fitting formulas. This formula will assist current
and future weak-lensing surveys and cosmic microwave background lensing experiments. Numerical
codes of the formula are available, written in Pythona, C and Fortranb.
Subject headings: gravitational lensing: weak – methods: numerical – cosmology: theory – large-scale
structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
Observations of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) have revealed that the primordial density
fluctuations are well described by a Gaussian field
(Planck Collaboration 2019). The statistical property
of a Gaussian field is fully described by the two-point
correlation function or its Fourier transform, the power
spectrum (PS). However, at late times, the density fluc-
tuations become non-Gaussian through small-scale grav-
itational evolution. To fully characterize the statistical
property of the non-Gaussian field and to access its cos-
mological information beyond the two-point (2pt) statis-
tics, higher-order statistics are required. The leading cor-
rection term of the commonly used PS is the bispectrum
(BS), the Fourier transform of the three-point (3pt) cor-
relation function.
The 3pt correlation function was first measured in the
angular clustering of galaxies (Peebles & Groth 1975;
Groth & Peebles 1977). Several groups later measured
the 3pt statistics in redshift space using spectroscopic
survey data (e.g., Jing & Bo¨rner 1998; Scoccimarro et al.
2001; Kayo et al. 2004). The use of 3pt statistics breaks a
a https://toshiyan.github.io/clpdoc/html/basic/basic.html#module-basic.bispec
b http://cosmo.phys.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/takahasi/codes_e.htm
degeneracy between the galaxy bias and cosmological pa-
rameters (e.g., Fry & Gaztanaga 1993; Matarrese et al.
1997; Nishimichi et al. 2007). From the recent anal-
yses for the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
data1, as a part of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey2, the
baryon acoustic oscillation features were detected in the
BS and 3pt correlation function (Gil-Mar´ın et al. 2016;
Slepian et al. 2017). The 3pt statistics contain valu-
able information complementary to the 2pt statistics and
helped to tighten the constraints on the angular diameter
distance to galaxies and the redshift space distortion.
Among various observables of large-scale structure,
weak lensing can map a projected density field through
the coherent distortion of background galaxies (e.g.,
Bartelmann & Schneider 2001). Current active weak-
lensing surveys include the Subaru Hyper Suprime-
Cam (HSC)3, the Dark Energy Survey (DES)4, and
the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS)5. These surveys have
placed strong constraints on the cosmological parame-
1 https://www.sdss.org/surveys/boss/
2 https://www.sdss.org
3 https://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/
4 https://www.darkenergysurvey.org
5 http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl
2 Takahashi et al.
ters such as the matter density Ωm and the amplitude
of density fluctuations σ8 from the cosmic-shear two-
point function (e.g., Abbott et al. 2018; van Uitert et al.
2018; Hamana et al. 2019; Hikage et al. 2019). In the
2020s, ground- and space-based missions such as the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST)6, Wide Field
Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST)7, and Euclid8 will
commence operations.
The weak-lensing BS contains additional information
that complements the PS. Because it arises from the
non-Gaussian properties, the BS is more sensitive to
smaller-scale and lower-redshift structures than the PS.
A joint analysis of both the PS and BS spectra breaks
parameter degeneracy and provides tighter constraints
(e.g., Takada & Jain 2004; Kilbinger & Schneider 2005;
Sefusatti et al. 2006; Munshi et al. 2011; Kayo & Takada
2013; Byun et al. 2017; Gatti et al. 2019). The
BS can be comparable to or more powerful than
the PS (Berge´ et al. 2010; Sato & Nishimichi 2013;
Coulton et al. 2019). Several groups have derived use-
ful constraints from the three-point cosmic-shear statis-
tics of real data (Bernardeau et al. 2002b; Jarvis et al.
2004; Semboloni et al. 2011b; Van Waerbeke et al. 2013;
Fu et al. 2014; Simon et al. 2015). The higher-order mo-
ments of weak-lensing convergence also contain the non-
Gaussian information (e.g., Petri et al. 2015). The DES
will set the observational constraint from a joint analy-
sis of the second- and third-order moments (Chang et al.
2018; Gatti et al. 2019).
CMB lensing is another promising cosmological probe
of the density fluctuations at higher redshifts (z ≃
1–3) than cosmic shear (e.g., Lewis & Challinor 2006).
Recent CMB experiments have measured the lens-
ing signals from temperature and polarization fluctua-
tions (Planck Collaboration 2018a). The CMB lensing-
potential PS provides rich cosmological information
that complements the information in galaxy weak lens-
ing (e.g., Planck Collaboration 2018a). The BS and
higher-order spectra representing the non-Gaussian den-
sity fluctuations would be important in future CMB
lensing observations. The non-Gaussianity slightly af-
fects the lensing PS (Pratten & Lewis 2016) as well as
the CMB temperature and polarization power spectra
(Lewis & Pratten 2016; Marozzi et al. 2018). It also con-
taminates the CMB lensing reconstruction (Bo¨hm et al.
2016; Beck et al. 2018; Fabbian et al. 2019). On the
other hand, the lensing BS can be measured as a use-
ful signal in future CMB experiments (Namikawa 2016).
Against this background, an accurate model of nonlin-
ear BS is highly demanded. A nonlinear model of the PS
with a few percent accuracy up to k = 10 hMpc−1 is also
required to meet the statistical accuracy requirements
of forthcoming weak-lensing surveys9 (Huterer & Takada
2005; Hearin et al. 2012). Scoccimarro & Couchman
(2001) calibrated a fitting formula of BS in N -body sim-
ulations, which was later improved by Gil-Mar´ın et al.
(2012). However, the squeezed BS computed by these
formulas is double (in the worst cases) that obtained
6 https://www.lsst.org/
7 https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/
8 https://www.euclid-ec.org/
9 To our knowledge, the required accuracy of the BS model for
current and forthcoming surveys has not been estimated.
in the latest numerical simulations (Fu et al. 2014;
Coulton et al. 2019; Namikawa et al. 2019; Munshi et al.
2019). In this paper, we construct an improved fit-
ting formula of the nonlinear matter BS calibrated in
high-resolution cosmological N -body simulations of 41
wCDM models (where wCDM refers to cold dark mat-
ter and dark energy with a constant equation of state
w). Mainly, we aim to construct the formula for the
Planck 2015 ΛCDM model up to k = 30 hMpc−1 in the
redshift range z = 0–10, hoping that the formula has
little dependence on cosmology. The other 40 wCDM
models supplement the calibration at relatively low red-
shifts (z = 0–1.5). This allows us to explicitly examine
the cosmological model dependence, which was not thor-
oughly done previously. We also include the calibration
from one-loop perturbation theory at k < 0.3 hMpc−1
in the z = 0–10 range, because the simulations have
large sample variance at the largest scales. To ensure
an accurate calibration, we bin the simulation data and
theoretical prediction into wavenumbers (k1, k2, k3). We
also consider the baryonic effects in a public hydrody-
namic simulation package called the IllustrisTNG suite
(Nelson et al. 2019).
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the basics of matter BS and gives the previous
and our own fitting formulas. Section 3 details our sim-
ulations. Section 4 describes the fitting procedures and
presents the resulting fitting function (Figures 5-9). Sec-
tion 5 discusses the baryonic effects on the BS using the
IllustrisTNG data set. Section 6 compares the fitting
formula predictions of the weak-lensing convergence BS
with those of light-cone simulations. Section 7 discusses
the systematics of cosmic-shear BS and CMB lensing BS.
The main paper concludes with a summary in Section 8.
Appendix A briefly discusses the halo model, and Ap-
pendixes B and C give the fitting formula and the bary-
onic correction, respectively.
2. THEORY
2.1. Basics
The cosmological density contrast is usually described
by its Fourier transform δ˜(k). The matter PS and BS
are respectively defined as
P (k1) δD(k1 + k2) = 〈δ˜(k1)δ˜(k2)〉,
B(k1, k2, k3) δD(k1 + k2 + k3) = 〈δ˜(k1)δ˜(k2)δ˜(k3)〉,
(1)
where δD is the Dirac delta function. Throughout this
paper, we omit the redshift dependence in the arguments
of functions because our discussion considers arbitrary
redshifts.
At the tree level (i.e., the leading order in perturbation
theory), the matter BS is given by the product of the lin-
ear matter PS, PL(k), as follows (e.g., Bernardeau et al.
2002a):
Btree(k1, k2, k3) = 2F2(k1,k2)PL(k1)PL(k2) + 2 perm.
(2)
Here the last term describes two permutations (k1,k2)→
(k2,k3) and (k3,k1), which are applied to the wavevec-
tors in the first term. The F2 kernel is
F2(k1,k2) =
5
7
+
1
2
(
k1
k2
+
k2
k1
)
µ12 +
2
7
µ212, (3)
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where µ12 is the cosine of the angle between k1 and k2,
i.e., µ12 = k1 · k2/(k1k2).
To explore the nonlinear regime beyond the tree
level, one usually relies on higher-order perturbation
theories (e.g., Scoccimarro et al. 1998; Rampf & Wong
2012; Angulo et al. 2015; Hashimoto et al. 2017;
Bose & Taruya 2018; Lazanu & Liguori 2018). However,
these are reliable only up to the mildly nonlinear
regime (k . 0.2 hMpc−1). Another strategy adopts
the analytical halo model (e.g., Cooray & Sheth 2002),
which assumes that all matter is confined to halos. This
model is valid over a wide range of scales and redshifts,
but its current accuracy is approximately 30% (e.g.,
Lazanu et al. 2016; Bose et al. 2019). The last one is a
fitting function calibrated in N -body simulations over
various scales, epochs and cosmological models.
2.2. Previous fitting formulas
Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001) (SC01) provided a
fitting formula for the nonlinear BS. Their function is
similar to the tree-level formula (Eq. 2), but replaces
the linear PS with a nonlinear model and modifies
the F2 kernel to enhance the BS amplitude at small
scales. In the low-k limit, their formula is consistent
with the tree level. In the high-k limit, the BS is
proportional to P (k1)P (k2) + P (k2)P (k3) + P (k3)P (k1)
according to the hyper-extended perturbation theory
(Scoccimarro & Frieman 1999). Their modified F2 ker-
nel contains six free parameters, which are fitted by their
N -body results in four CDM models with k < 3 hMpc−1
and 0 ≤ z ≤ 1. Later, Gil-Mar´ın et al. (2012, here-
after GM12) increased the number of free parameters in
F2 to nine and re-calibrated them from their N -body
simulations in a single ΛCDM model over a relatively
narrow range of wavenumbers (k < 0.4 hMpc−1) with
0 ≤ z ≤ 1.5.
However, these formulas have several shortcomings.
First, they are based on a nonlinear PS model such
as Halofit (Smith et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 2012),
HMcode (Mead et al. 2015), or Cosmic Emulator
(Lawrence et al. 2017). This PS model needs to be pre-
pared by the user along with the BS formula. The dis-
crepancies among these PS models are small but non-
negligible, typically a few percent (e.g., Schneider et al.
2016); accordingly, they degrade the BS accuracy. Sec-
ond, as indicated by Namikawa et al. (2019), these mod-
els overestimate the squeezed BS (i.e., the configuration
of k1 ≃ k2 ≫ k3). Third, their fitting range of k and z is
narrow. The current weak-lensing surveys measure the
correlation function down to arcmin scales, requiring cal-
ibration up to k = 10 hMpc−1. In addition, as the CMB
lensing probes the high-redshift structures (z ≃ 1–3),
the calibration must extend at least to z = 3. Finally,
these models do not consider the baryonic effects, which
are important at k & 1 hMpc−1.
2.3. Our fitting formula
Our fitting formula is based on the halo model and
is similar to Halofit for the nonlinear PS (Smith et al.
2003). The halo model is popular for evaluating the
multi-point statistics of nonlinear density fields (the halo
model BS is detailed in Appendix A). Assuming that
all particles are contained in halos, it decomposes the
−1.2
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w
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Fig. 1.— Distribution of cosmological parameters in the 41 mod-
els. The central red diamond is the Planck 2015 best-fit ΛCDM,
while the others are the 40 wCDM models. The latter are divided
into three groups of S8 ≡ σ8(Ωm/0.3)0.5: S8 > 1.0 (magenta cir-
cles), S8 < 0.6 (cyan circles) and 0.6 < S8 < 1.0 (gray circles).
These three groups are separated by the boundaries (dashed lines)
at S8 = 0.6 and 1.0.
BS into three terms: one-, two- and three-halo terms
(hereafter denoted as 1h, 2h and 3h, respectively). The
1h term describes the correlation in an individual halo,
and the 2h (3h) term accounts for the correlation among
two (three) different halos. The 1h and 3h terms dom-
inate at small and large scales, respectively. Because
the 2h term is subdominant in most of the triangle
configurations (except in the squeezed case; see, e.g.,
Valageas & Nishimichi 2011; Valageas et al. 2012), it is
dropped in our formulation and is absorbed by enhancing
the 3h term at intermediate scales.
The fitting function consists of two terms,
B(k1, k2, k3) = B1h(k1, k2, k3) +B3h(k1, k2, k3), (4)
and approaches the tree-level formula in the low-k limit.
The function contains 52 free parameters to be fitted by
our N -body data. The fitting function is explicitly given
in Appendix B.
One may consider that 52 free parameters are many.
However, given the huge number of triangle configura-
tions (∼ 5 × 105) for all wavenumbers, redshifts, and
cosmological models in our calibration, the number of pa-
rameters is rather small. In addition, recalling that the
revised Halofit (Takahashi et al. 2012) for the PS already
contains 34 free parameters, SC01 and GM12 contain 40
and 43 parameters in total, respectively (using the non-
linear PS from Halofit). Therefore, our parameters are
only slightly more than in these previous models.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The fitting formula was calibrated in cosmological
dark matter N -body simulations. We used the N -body
data set prepared by the Dark Emulator project
(Nishimichi et al. 2019, hereafter referred to as N19).
4 Takahashi et al.
TABLE 1
N-body Simulation Parameters
Cosmological Box size Number of Number of Particle Nyquist Maximum wavenumber Output
model (h−1Gpc) particles realizations wavenumber (hMpc−1) (hMpc−1) redshifts
Planck 2015 ΛCDM 4 40963 8 3.22 2.85 0, 0.55, 1.03, 1.48 & HighZ
2 20483 15 3.22 1.42 LowZ
1 20483 21 6.43 28.5 LowZ & HighZ
0.2 20483 10 32.2 14.2 HighZ
40 wCDM 2 20483 1 3.22 1.42 LowZ
1 20483 1 6.43 28.5 LowZ
Note. — In the output redshifts column, LowZ covers ten low redshifts (z = 0, 0.15, 0.31, 0.42, 0.55, 0.69, 0.85, 1.03, 1.23, and 1.48), and
HighZ covers four high redshifts (z = 2, 3, 5, and 10). The LowZ simulations with L = 1 and 2h−1Gpc are taken from Nishimichi et al. (2019);
the others are newly prepared in this work.
The N19 project has prepared 101 flat cosmological mod-
els (a fiducial ΛCDM and additional 100 wCDM models)
in the range z = 0–1.48. The project aims to emulate
several halo observables such as the halo-matter correla-
tion function, the halo mass function, and the halo bias
for ongoing weak-lensing surveys. The emulator will be
publicly available soon.
3.1. Cosmological models
We used the N19 simulations of 41 flat cosmological
models10. The fiducial ΛCDM model is consistent with
the Planck 2015 best fit (Planck Collaboration 2016),
with matter density Ωm = 1−ΩΛ = 0.3156, baryon den-
sity Ωb = 0.0492, Hubble parameter h = 0.6727, spectral
index ns = 0.9645, and amplitude of matter density fluc-
tuation on the scale of 8 h−1Mpc σ8 = 0.831.
The other wCDM models have six cosmological param-
eters: Ωbh
2,Ωcdmh
2,Ωw, As, ns and w. Here the dark en-
ergy equation of state w is assumed to be constant, and
As is the amplitude of the primordial PS. These param-
eters are distributed around the fiducial model in the
ranges ±5% for Ωbh
2 and ns, ±10% for Ωcdmh
2, and
±20% for Ωw, lnAs and w. In the N19 project, the cos-
mological parameters were sampled using a Latin Hyper-
cube Design (e.g., Heitmann et al. 2009). The models
were placed into five subsets, each containing 20 mod-
els. Figure 1 shows the distributions of w and σ8 vs.
Ωm in the 41 models (the fiducial ΛCDM models and
two subsets of N19) considered in the present study.
The parameter range is wide enough for current and fu-
ture weak-lensing surveys. In fact, the current constraint
from the HSC (DES) cosmic-shear 2pt statistics alone is
S8 = 0.795
+0.043
−0.047 (0.789
+0.036
−0.038) in the flat wCDM model
(Hamana et al. 2019; Troxel et al. 2018).
Although these simulations are dark-matter-only sim-
ulations, their initial condition accounts for the free-
streaming damping by massive neutrinos. To compute
the linear matter transfer function at the initial redshift
of the simulations, N19 first computed the one at z = 0
with massive neutrinos and then multiplied it by the ra-
tio of the linear growth factor between z = 0 and the
target redshift, in which the scale-dependent growth due
to neutrinos was neglected. The same procedure was
done in this work. The neutrino density in all models
was fixed at Ωνh
2 = 6.4× 10−4, corresponding to a total
mass 0.06 eV. This Ων is included in Ωm.
10 Unfortunately, the particle position data were lost for the rest
(60) of the models owing to hard-disk trouble.
3.2. N -body simulations
Our simulation settings are summarized in Table 1.
To cover a wide range of length scales, we set four box
sizes (L = 4, 2, 1, and 0.2 h−1Gpc, where L is the side
length of the cubic box in the comoving scale). Note
that the large simulation volume can include almost all
measurable triangle configurations of BS in the real uni-
verse. The large-volume simulations (L = 4 h−1Gpc) re-
duce the sample variance in the measured BS at small k,
whereas the small-volume simulations (L = 0.2 h−1Gpc)
reveal the asymptotic behavior at high z. Here the sim-
ulations with L = 1 and 2 h−1Gpc at z = 0–1.48 are
taken from N19, while the others are newly prepared in
this work. The largest- and smallest-box simulations sup-
plement the dynamic range covered by N19. The number
of particles was set to 20483 except for L = 4 h−1Gpc
(where it was 40963). The resulting particle Nyquist
wavenumber is kNy = π/lp, where lp (= n
−1/3
p ) is the
mean inter-particle separation at particle number den-
sity np. The kNy values are listed in Table 1. The fidu-
cial ΛCDMmodel has dozens of independent realizations,
whereas each wCDM model has a single realization.
The initial matter PS was prepared by the public
Boltzmann code CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000). The initial
particle distribution was determined by the second-order
Lagrangian perturbation theory (2LPT; Crocce et al.
2006; Nishimichi et al. 2009)11 at redshifts of zin =
31, 29, 59, and 99 for L = 4, 2, 1, and 0.2 h−1Gpc, re-
spectively. The initial redshifts in the 40 wCDM mod-
els were changed because the initial amplitudes differed
among the models. The initial redshift was determined
by requiring the root-mean-square (rms) displacement to
be 25% of the mean inter-particle separation to achieve
the optimal balance between the artificial force due to
the grid pre-initial configuration and the transient due to
the truncation of the LPT at the second order. The non-
linear gravitational evolution was followed using a tree-
PM (particle mesh) codeGadget2 (Springel et al. 2001;
Springel 2005). The number of PM grid cells was 40963
(81923 for L = 4 h−1Gpc). The gravitational softening
length was set to 5% of the mean inter-particle sepa-
ration. The Gadget2 parameters (such as time step
and force calculation parameters) were fine-tuned to de-
termine the matter PS with percentage-level accuracy
in N19 (see subsection 3.4 of their paper). The parti-
11 The 2LPT reduces the error in the BS estimate caused
by transients from the initial condition to below 2% at z ≤ 1
(McCullagh et al. 2016).
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Fig. 2.— Power spectrum ratio of the simulation to the Halofit
prediction in the Planck 2015 best-fit ΛCDM model. The results in
simulation box sizes of L = 4, 2, 1, and 0.2h−1Gpc are indicated by
blue, green, black, and gray symbols, respectively. The shot-noise
contribution is less than 3%.
cle snapshots were dumped at 14 redshifts ranging from
z = 0 to 10 (see Table 1 for the exact redshift outputs).
To measure the density contrast, we assigned the N -
body particles to the 10243 regular grid cells in the box
using the cloud-in-cell (CIC) interpolation with the in-
terlacing scheme (e.g., Jing 2005; Sefusatti et al. 2016).
The Fourier transform δ˜(k) of the density field was
then obtained by fast Fourier transform (FFT)12. To
explore smaller scales, we also employed the folding
method (Jenkins et al. 1998), which folds the particle
positions x into a smaller box of side length L/n by
replacing x with x%(L/n) (where a%b obtains a re-
minder of a/b). This procedure effectively increases
the resolution by n times. Here we set n = 4 and
10 at L = 4 and 1 h−1Gpc, respectively. The mini-
mum and maximum wavenumbers in the 10243 cells were
kLmin = 2π/L = 6.3× 10
−3 hMpc−1 [L/(h−1Gpc)]−1 and
kLmax = 512 k
L
min = 3.2 hMpc
−1 [L/(h−1Gpc)]−1, respec-
tively. The folding scheme simply enlarged both kLmin
and kLmax by 4 or 10 times. The resultant k
L
max values
are given in Table 1.
3.3. Power spectrum measurement for accuracy check
12 FFTW (Fast Fourier Transform in the West) is available at
http://www.fftw.org.
The numerical accuracy was checked by comparing the
simulated matter PS with the results of a previous fitting
formula. The PS estimator is given by
Pˆ (k) =
1
NPSmode
∑
|k′|∈k
∣∣∣δ˜(k′)∣∣∣2 , (5)
where the summation is performed over k − ∆k/2 <
|k′| < k +∆k/2 and NPSmode is the number of modes in a
fixed bin width (∆ log10 k = 0.1). Figure 2 plots the PS
ratio of the simulation to the revised Halofit prediction
(Smith et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 2012). We here plot
the average P (k) and its 1σ error measured from the re-
alizations. The results in the different boxes were nicely
consistent. In larger simulation boxes, the measured PS
was smaller than the Halofit prediction at large k be-
cause of the lack of spatial resolution. The shot noise
was not subtracted because it contributed less than 3%
on the scales shown in Figure 2. The simulations agreed
with the fitting formula within 5% for k < 1 hMpc−1 at
z = 0–10 and k < 10 hMpc−1 at z = 0–1.5.
3.4. Bispectrum measurement
The BS estimator is given by
Bˆ(k1, k2, k3) =
1
Ntriangle
∑
|k′
1
|∈k1
∑
|k′
2
|∈k2
∑
|k′
3
|∈k3
× δ˜(k′1)δ˜(k
′
2)δ˜(k
′
3)δ
K
k′
1
+k′
2
+k′
3
(6)
where the summation is performed over all modes in the
bin, |k′i| ∈ ki (i = 1, 2, 3), Ntriangle is the number of trian-
gles, and δK is the Kronecker delta. Throughout this pa-
per, the log-scale bin width is constant (∆ log10 k = 0.1),
unless otherwise stated. Equation (6) was calculated by
the FFT-based quick estimator (e.g., Scoccimarro 2015).
Using the identity δK
k′
1
+k′
2
+k′
3
= N−1cell
∑
x
ei(k
′
1
+k′
2
+k′
3
)·x,
Eq. (6) reduces to
Bˆ(k1, k2, k3) =
1
Ntriangle
1
Ncell
∑
x

 ∑
|k′
1
|∈k1
δ˜(k′1) e
ik′
1
·x
×
∑
|k′
2
|∈k2
δ˜(k′2) e
ik′
2
·x
∑
|k′
3
|∈k3
δ˜(k′3) e
ik′
3
·x

 ,
(7)
where x is a discrete grid coordinate and Ncell = 1024
3 is
the total number of cells. The summation over k′i is eas-
ily performed by FFT. Although Eq. (7) can be quickly
computed, the FFTs in all ki bins require large memory
resources. This demand limits the grid resolution (Ncell).
The shot noise is measured as
Bˆsn(k1, k2, k3) =
1
np
[
Pˆ (k1) + Pˆ (k2) + Pˆ (k3)
]
−
2
n2p
,
where np is the particle number density and Pˆ (k) is the
PS estimator including the shot noise.
In the fiducial model, we calculated the average and
standard deviation of BS from the realizations (the num-
ber of realizations is listed in Table 1). However, the re-
sults of the wCDM models have relatively large scatters
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Fig. 3.— Triangle configurations included in the calibration
from the simulations with L = 4, 2, 1h−1Gpc (blue, green and
black squares) and from the one-loop standard perturbation the-
ory (SPT; orange diamonds). Here kmin, kmid and kmax are the
minimum, middle and maximum side lengths of a triangle. The
dashed red lines correspond to particular triangles: kmid = kmax is
the squeezed, kmid = kmax/2 is the flattened, and kmin = kmax is
the equilateral. The arrows in the top panel indicate the maximum
wavenumbers in the calibration from the simulations (blue, green
and black) and from the SPT (orange). The thick (thin) arrows
are with (without) the folding scheme. All the points satisfy the
conditions a) – c) in subsection 4.1.
because each wCDM model has only a single realization.
Therefore, the fitting formula was the main calibration
formula for the Planck 2015 model, while the other mod-
els supplementarily checked its dependence on the cos-
mological parameters.
4. FITTING PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
4.1. Fitting to the N -body results
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Fig. 4.— Maximum and minimum wavenumbers included in the
calibration as a function of 1+z (in log scale). Symbols denote the
simulations with L = 4, 2, 1, and 0.2h−1Mpc (blue, green, black
and gray) and the one-loop SPT (orange).
This subsection presents our fitting procedure to the
N -body results. The BS fitting function in Eq. (4)
contains 52 parameters. Arraying these parameters as
p = (p1, p2, ...), the best fit is determined by the stan-
dard chi-squared analysis:
χ2sim(p) =
41∑
c=1
10∑
z=0
∑
L
30 hMpc−1∑
k1,k2,k3
WcWzWk
×
[
Bbin(k1, k2, k3;p)−Bsim(k1, k2, k3)
∆Bsim(k1, k2, k3) + ǫ(k1, k2, k3)
]2
, (8)
where the summation is performed for the 41 cosmolog-
ical models (subscripted by c), all redshifts z = 0–10
(subscripted by z), all simulations in different box sizes
L, and all triangles (k1, k2, k3) up to 30 hMpc
−1. Here
Bbin is the binned prediction of the fitting formula
(given by Eq. 9), Bsim is the simulation result, and
∆Bsim is the standard deviation estimated from the N -
body realizations. As each of the 40 wCDM models
has one realization and these cosmological parameters
are basically similar13, their relative standard deviations
∆lnBsim (≡ ∆Bsim/Bsim) are assumed equal to those of
the Planck 2015. Although a small change in Bsim may
give a large impact on the resultant fitting formula, a
change in ∆Bsim would not significantly change the re-
sult. We also include a “softening” term ǫ = 0.02×Bsim
that reduces the influence of data points with very small
∆lnBsim (≪ ǫ/Bsim = 2%)
14. At large (small) scales
where ∆lnBsim is larger (smaller) than 2%, the ∆Bsim
(ǫ) term dominates the denominator of Eq. (8). The
∆Bsim term gives more weight to smaller-scale data (be-
cause ∆lnBsim is smaller), whereas the ǫ term gives an
equal weight, irrespective of scale. The weight factors
(W ) were introduced to place greater importance on the
lower-redshift data (Wz) because cosmic shear probes the
low-z (. 0.5) structures, and on larger-scale data (Wk)
13 The differences of cosmological parameters among the 41 mod-
els are less than 20% (see subsection 3.1).
14 Since the number of realizations are not large enough for
estimating the variance accurately, some data points accidentally
have very small ∆Bsim.
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because the simulation results are reliable at least up to
the particle Nyquist wavenumber (in Table 1) and the un-
accounted baryonic effects can influence the small-scale
results (k & 1 hMpc−1). The fiducial cosmological model
also received a high weighting (Wc)
15.
The analysis included all triangles (k1, k2, k3) satisfy-
ing the following three conditions:
a) Relative standard deviation below 10% (i.e.,
∆lnBsim < 0.1).
b) Shot-noise contribution below 3%.
c) If the deviation between the larger- and smaller-
box simulation results exceeds 3% and the sta-
tistical error of ∆lnBsim is below 3%, we reject
the larger-box result and use the smaller-box re-
sult only. In the larger-box simulation, the Bsim at
high k is reduced by the lack of spatial resolution
(see also Figure 2 in the PS case).
Conditions a) and b) exclude the data points at very
small k and large k, respectively. Condition c) negli-
gibly affects the data selection. Figure 3 plots the tri-
angles (k1, k2, k3) satisfying the above three conditions
for L = 1, 2, 4 h−1Gpc at z = 0.55. In the range
0.1 . k/(hMpc−1) . 2, the simulation results for all box
sizes were overlapping and the fit was reliable. As clari-
fied in Figure 3, the simulations covered almost all trian-
gles up to k = 3 hMpc−1. Note that most of the triangles
were squeezed; the instances of equilateral and flattened
cases were minor. Therefore, the fitting to squeezed cases
is critically important. In the bottom panel, the discon-
tinuity at kmax ≃ 3 (0.8)hMpc
−1 for L = 1 (4)h−1Gpc
can be explained by the box-size change from L to L/10
(L/4) when implementing the folding scheme (see also
subsection 3.2). The bottom panel is devoid of trian-
gles in the lower right part, indicating that the calibra-
tion did not include very squeezed cases (kmax ≫ kmin).
These cases lie outside the maximum kmax/kmin (512),
which is determined by the number of FFT grids (10243).
The folding method does not change this ratio (512).
The number of independent triangular bins calibrated in
the simulations of each cosmological model was approx-
imately 950 at low z (z = 0, 0.55, 1 and 1.48) and 690 at
high z (z = 2, 3 and 5), respectively.
Figure 4 plots the maximum and minimum wavenum-
bers in the calibration. The minimum k of simulation
is larger at higher z because the relative error ∆lnBsim
is larger. The maximum k decreases at higher z because
the shot noise is not negligible at small scales. Note again
that all the triangles in this k range are not included in
the calibration (e.g., very squeezed cases are missing; see
also Figure 3).
For a fair comparison, the simulation results and the
fitting formula predictions should be binned consistently
because the BS is sensitive to the binning, especially at
15 Accordingly, the weights were set to Wz = 8, 3, 1 and 0.3 for
z ≤ 0.1, 0.1 < z ≤ 1, 1 < z ≤ 3 and z > 3, respectively; Wk = 3, 1
and 0.3 for kmax/(hMpc−1) ≤ 3.2, 3.2 < kmax/(hMpc−1) ≤ 10,
and kmax/(hMpc−1) > 10, respectively; and Wc = 1 (8× 10−4) in
the Planck 2015 model (otherwise). These values were chosen to
achieve 10% accuracy of the fitting with k < 3hMpc−1 at z = 0–3
in the Planck 2015.
the squeezed limit (Sefusatti et al. 2010; Namikawa et al.
2019). Throughout this paper, the binned fitting was
computed as
Bbin(k1, k2, k3) =
1
Ntriangle
∫
|k′
1
|∈k1
d3k′1
∫
|k′
2
|∈k2
d3k′2
∫
|k′
3
|∈k3
d3k′3
×B(k′1, k
′
2, k
′
3) δD(k
′
1 + k
′
2 + k
′
3),
(9)
where B(k′1, k
′
2, k
′
3) is the unbinned fitting and the num-
ber of triangles is
Ntriangle =
∫
|k′
1
|∈k1
d3k′1
∫
|k′
2
|∈k2
d3k′2
∫
|k′
3
|∈k3
d3k′3 δD(k
′
1 + k
′
2 + k
′
3).
(10)
Here ki is the weighted mean wavenumber, defined as
ki =
∫
|k′
i
|∈ki
d3k′i k
′
i×[
∫
|k′
i
|∈ki
d3k′i ]
−1. The effect of the bin-
ning on BS is shown in Figure 15. Note that although the
unbinned triangle (k′1, k
′
2, k
′
3) satisfies the triangle con-
dition (i.e., |k′1 − k
′
2| < k
′
3 < k
′
1 + k
′
2), the bin center
(k1, k2, k3) may violate this condition.
We now comment on the effect of bin width ∆k on
the calibration result. A finer bin width reduces the
binning uncertainty and improves the calibration, at the
cost of increased sample variance (as ∆Bsim ∝ ∆k
−3/2
under the Gaussian approximation). Therefore, the ap-
propriate ∆k is not easily interpreted. Because binning
smooths out the fine-k BS features over the bin width,
the accuracy of our fitting formula may be degraded if
the user adopts a finer ∆k than ours. In subsection 4.3,
we will check the bin width dependence by comparing
∆ log10 k = 0.1 and 0.05 in the Planck 2015, and confirm
the agreement of the two results.
4.2. Fitting to perturbation theory
As the simulation result is noisy at large scales, the
calibration on the linear to quasi-linear scales was also
performed by perturbation theory. The same approach
was adopted by Smith & Angulo (2019) for modeling the
non-linear matter PS. Here we applied one-loop standard
perturbation theory (SPT) which includes the tree level
and the next-to-leading-order terms (e.g., Scoccimarro
1997; Scoccimarro et al. 1998). The chi-square was de-
fined analogously to Eq. (8):
χ2spt(p) =Wspt
41∑
c=1
10∑
z=0
0.3hMpc−1∑
k1,k2,k3
WzWc
×
[
B(k1, k2, k3;p)−Bspt(k1, k2, k3)
∆B(k1, k2, k3) + ǫ(k1, k2, k3)
]2
, (11)
where Bspt is the SPT prediction. Note that B and
Bspt require no binning in this case. We set ∆B =
0.5 |Bspt − Btree|, and ǫ = 0.01 × Bspt. We also set
Wspt = 0.08 to bias the simulation calibration
16, Wc =
1 (3 × 10−5) in the Planck 2015 (otherwise), and Wz as
prescribed in subsection 4.1. All triangles (k1, k2, k3) sat-
isfying that Bspt agrees with Btree within 5% and up to
16 The resulting χ2sim was approximately 40 times larger than
χ2spt.
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0.3 hMpc−1 were included, thus restricting the fitting
to large scales. In the low-k limit, the ǫ term dom-
inates the denominator of Eq. (11). As k approaches
0.3 hMpc−1, the ∆B term (< 0.025 × Bspt) dominates.
We used the central bin values of (k1, k2, k3) which were
also used in the L = 4 h−1Gpc simulation with bin width
∆ log10 k = 0.1. Figure 3 shows all triangles used in the
SPT calibration at z = 0.55 (orange diamonds). The av-
erage number of triangles was 350 in each cosmological
model at each redshift. Figure 4 shows the maximum
and minimum k in the SPT calibration. The minimum k
is 1.6×10−3 hMpc−1 for all the redshifts. The maximum
k slightly increases from 0.18 to 0.28 hMpc−1 from low
to high z, because the SPT approaches the tree level at
higher z.
4.3. Results
The total χ2 was computed as
χ2(p) = χ2sim(p) + χ
2
spt(p). (12)
The best-fitting parameters p were then numerically
searched by minimizing χ2. The resulting best-fit model
is presented in Appendix B. The minimum was found
by the downhill simplex routine (amoeba) in Numerical
Recipes (Press et al. 2002).
Figure 5 plots the matter BSs computed by the tree-
level formula, our fitting formula, SC01, and GM12,
along with the simulation results of the Planck 2015
model with z = 0–2. From left to right, the four panels
correspond to particular triangle configurations: equilat-
eral (i.e., k1 = k2 = k3), flattened (k1 = 2k2 = 2k3)
and two squeezed cases (k1 = k2 ≫ k3 with k3 = 0.045
and 0.45 hMpc−1). In this and the following figures, the
simulation data points satisfy conditions a) – c) in sub-
section 4.1. In the fitting formulas of SC01 and GM12,
we applied the measured PS of the simulations to re-
move the inaccuracy of the PS appearing in these mod-
els. Figure 6 plots the ratios of SC01, GM12 and the
simulation results to our fitting formula results. Clearly,
our fitting formula agreed with the simulations over the
tested scales, redshifts, and triangle shapes. In contrast,
the previous formulas over-predicted the squeezed BS, as
previously reported by Namikawa et al. (2019). The sim-
ulations performed in different box sizes were also con-
sistent.
Figure 7 shows the ratios of the modeled and simulated
BSs to the tree-level BS on quasi-nonlinear scales. On
larger scales, both our simulations and fitting formula
were consistent with the tree-level prediction. Mean-
while, the one-loop SPT slightly over-predicted the BS
on quasi-nonlinear scales at low z (z < 1) (consistent
with Figure 19 of Lazanu et al. 2016), but its inaccu-
racy improved at higher redshifts. In the flattened case,
the SPT slightly suppressed the BS at k ∼ 0.1 hMpc−1
and our model captures this trend. Some data points
at k < 0.1 hMpc−1 were omitted because their relative
error exceeded 10%. The rms deviation between the for-
mula and SPT was 0.96% for all the triangles in our
sample of z = 0–10. Therefore, the accuracy reached the
percent level at largest scales (k < 0.3 hMpc−1).
Figure 8 shows the BS ratios of the simulation results
to our formula for all triangles satisfying conditions a)
– c) in subsection 4.1. There are approximately 1800
data points in each redshift. Our model agreed with the
simulations within 10 (15)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1
for z = 0–3. At z = 5 (10), the agreement was 20% up
to k = 3 (1)hMpc−1. The rms deviation was 2.7 (3.2)%
and 3.7 (5.0)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 for z = 0–3
and z = 0–10, respectively. Moreover, the accuracy was
independent of bin width, as confirmed by setting a nar-
rower bin width (∆ log10 k = 0.05) in the same tests.
The narrow bins yielded an rms deviation of 2.9 (3.4)%
up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 at z = 0–3, quantitatively con-
sistent with the above results. Therefore, the accuracy
is approximately 3% at k < 10 hMpc−1 and z = 0–3 for
most of the triangles (but it reaches 10–15% in the worst
cases).
Figure 9 plots the BS ratios of the simulations to our
formula in the 40 wCDM models. In this case, as we pre-
pared a single realization for each cosmological model,
the BS measurements had a relatively large scatter (typ-
ically 10%). All data points satisfied conditions a) – b) in
subsection 4.1. There are a huge number of data points
(∼ 5 × 104) at each redshift. The rms deviation was
8.0 (11.2)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 for z = 0–1.5. The
deviation includes the 10%-level sample variance of the
simulations.
To further investigate the cosmological dependence of
the accuracy, we divided the models into three groups
with different ranges of S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5. The data
points shown in Figure 9 are color-coded as described
in the caption of Figure 1. Our formula agreed with
the simulations within ∼ 20% for S8 = 0.6–1.0, but the
agreement degraded outside this S8 range because the
fluctuation amplitude (σ8) and the linear growth fac-
tor largely differed between these models and the Planck
2015 model. As all cosmological models converged to the
Einstein–de Sitter model at high z, the fits improved at
higher redshifts.
In the 40 wCDM models, the rms deviation between
the formula and the SPT is 1.3% at k < 0.3 hMpc−1 and
z = 0–10. Therefore, our formula is well consistent with
the SPT at largest scales.
5. BARYONIC EFFECTS
Our N -body simulations did not include the bary-
onic processes such as gas cooling, star formation, su-
pernovae and active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedbacks.
Baryons are known to significantly affect the nonlin-
ear PS at k & 1 hMpc−1 (e.g., van Daalen et al. 2011;
Semboloni et al. 2011a; Osato et al. 2015; Hellwing et al.
2016; Chisari et al. 2018, 2019). In this section,
the baryonic effects on the BS fitting formula are
investigated in state-of-the-art hydrodynamic simula-
tions using the IllustrisTNG data set17 (Marinacci et al.
2018; Naiman et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018, 2019;
Pillepich et al. 2018; Springel et al. 2018). The simu-
lations incorporate astrophysical processes in a subgrid
model and thereby follow the galaxy formation and evo-
lution processes. The IllustrisTNG project conducted
three sets of simulations in different box sizes, with three
mass resolutions in each box size. Here we used the
highest-resolution simulation in the largest box (referred
17 http://www.tng-project.org
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Fig. 5.— Comparison of matter bispectra obtained in N-body simulations and the fitting formulas for the Planck 2015 best-fit ΛCDM
model. The curves denote the theoretical models: our fit (BiHalofit; solid red), Gil-Mar´ın et al. (2012) (GM12; long-dashed orange),
Scoccimarro & Couchman (2001) (SC01; short-dashed brown) and the tree level (dotted purple). Symbols denote the simulation results in
various box sizes: L = 4, 2, and 1h−1Gpc (blue triangles, green triangles, and black circles) and L = 200 h−1Mpc (gray diamonds). The
theoretical and simulation results are consistently binned (bin width ∆ log10 k = 0.1). Along the vertical axis, the bispectrum is multiplied
by ∝ kn (n = 1, 2 or 3), as denoted above the top panels to clarify the presentation. Throughout this paper, the units of k and B(k1, k2, k3)
are hMpc−1 and (h−1Mpc)6, respectively.
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Fig. 6.— Same as Fig. 5, but relative to the red curves (BiHalofit).
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one-loop SPT predictions.
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Fig. 9.— Same as Fig. 8, but showing the results of the 40 wCDM models with z = 0–1.48. The colors correspond to the cosmological
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there is a single realization in each wCDM model.
to as TNG300-1) of size L = 205 h−1Mpc (≃ 300Mpc).
This box contains 25003 dark matter particles and the
same number of baryon particles. The cosmological
model of IllustrisTNG is based on the Planck 2015 best-
fit ΛCDM (Planck Collaboration 2016). The collabora-
tion has released the particle positions and masses of
dark matter and baryons (in the forms of gas, stars and
black holes) at z = 0–20. The IllustrisTNG team also
performed dark-matter-only (dmo) runs. By comparing
the simulations in the presence and absence of baryons,
we can single out the impact of baryons on matter clus-
tering.
To calculate the density contrast, we assigned the par-
ticle masses to 10243 grid cells and measured the BS as
described in subsection 3.4. The bin width was set to
∆ log10 k = 0.1. We calculated the BS ratio of the simu-
lations with baryons (Bb) to the dmo run (Bdmo),
Rb(k1, k2, k3) =
Bb(k1, k2, k3)
Bdmo(k1, k2, k3)
. (13)
We measured this ratio at eleven redshifts: z =
0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10.
Figure 10 plots the ratios in Eq. (13) for three trian-
gle configurations in the range of z = 0–2. To reduce
the sample-variance scatter in the ratio at large scales,
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the simulations with and without baryons had the same
seed in their initial conditions. The baryons suppressed
the BS amplitude at k ∼ 10 hMpc−1 by the AGN feed-
back but strongly enhanced the BS amplitude at high
k (> 10 hMpc−1) by the gas cooling. This trend is con-
sistent with the PS (see also Figure 11). However, at in-
termediate scales (k ≃ 1–10 hMpc−1) and low redshifts
(z < 1), the baryons slightly enhanced the amplitude by
∼ 10%. To our knowledge, this small enhancement has
not been commonly observed in PS.
Figure 11 plots the PS ratios with and without
baryons, computed in TNG300-1. The circles (crosses)
are the PSs of the total matter (dark matter compo-
nent only) in the hydrodynamic run divided by that in
the dmo run. At intermediate scales, the plots of the
crosses were slightly enhanced, whereas those of the cir-
cles were not. The same feature is mentioned in section 3
of Springel et al. (2018), consolidating that the enhance-
ment source is the dark matter component. Moreover,
the dark matter PS and the total-matter BS are en-
hanced at almost the same wavenumbers.
During the preparation of this paper, Foreman et al.
(2019) posted an arXiv paper concerning the baryonic
effects on BS measured in hydrodynamic simulations (in-
cluding TNG300-1). They reported the same trend and
clarified its cause. At late times (z < 1), the AGN
feedback becomes less effective and the expelled gas re-
accretes into a halo. Gas contraction then affects the
dark matter distribution in the halo. As the BS is more
sensitive to dark matter than the PS (see their subsec-
tion 3.1.1), the enhancement at intermediate scales ap-
pears only in BS. By studying the baryonic effects on
both PS and BS, one can discriminate among baryonic
models (Semboloni et al. 2013; Foreman et al. 2019).
To incorporate the baryonic effect in our BS model,
we constructed a fitting function of the ratio Rb in
Eq. (13). The results are plotted as the solid red
curves in Figure 10, and the functional form is given
in Appendix C. This fitted the measurements within
7.3 (5.3)% for k < 10 hMpc−1 at low (high) redshift,
z = 0–1 (1.5–10). The rms deviation was 1.8 (2.9)% for
k < 30 hMpc−1 at z = 0–1 (1.5–10). In this data fit-
ting, approximately 760 (8300) triangles existed at each
redshift (over the full range z = 0–10). To include the
baryonic effects, the user can simply multiply Rb by the
BS fitting formula. The same approach was adopted by
Harnois-De´raps et al. (2015), who studied the baryonic
effects on PS.
We comment that the BS ratio Rb varies by approxi-
mately 10% among hydrodynamical simulations, because
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the baryonic feedback models differ. Foreman et al.
(2019) measured the BS ratio Rb for the equilat-
eral case in four simulations: IllustrisTNG, Illustris
(Vogelsberger et al. 2014), BAHAMAS (McCarthy et al.
2017) and EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015). They reported
a 10–20% variation in the results for k > 1 hMpc−1 and
z = 0–3. In Illustris and BAHAMAS, the small en-
hancement at intermediate scales (k = 0.1–1 hMpc−1;
see Figure 10) was absent, but the suppression at small
scales (k & 10 hMpc−1) was amplified because these
models implemented a stronger AGN feedback than Il-
lustrisTNG. Therefore, the uncertainty in our fitting for-
mula also hovered around 10%.
6. COMPARISON WITH WEAK-LENSING SIMULATIONS
Using the fitting formula of matter BS calibrated over
wide ranges of wavenumbers and redshifts, we can pre-
dict the lensing observables by integrating along the line
of sight. This section compares our theoretical prediction
with the weak-lensing BS measured in ray-tracing sim-
ulations. We consider the convergence BS in two cases:
CMB lensing (subsection 6.1) and cosmic shear (subsec-
tion 6.2).
The convergence field is a dimensionless matter density
integrated along the line of sight toward the source. The
convergence at angular position θ for a source distance
rs is given by (e.g., Bartelmann & Schneider 2001)
κ(θ) =
∫ rs
0
drW (r, rs) δ(rθ, r; z), (14)
with the weight function
W (r, rs) =
3H20Ωm
2c2
r (rs − r)
a(r) rs
, (15)
where r (rs) is the comoving distance (to the source) and
a(r) is the scale factor. The convergence BS is
Bκ(ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3) =
∫ rs
0
dr
W 3(r, rs)
r4
B
(
ℓ1
r
,
ℓ2
r
,
ℓ3
r
; z
)
, (16)
where ℓi (= kir) is the multipole moment and
B(k1, k2, k3; z) is the matter BS at z. This formula
was derived under the flat-sky and the Born approxi-
mations. When the source has a high redshift, the Born
approximation is less accurate and must be adjusted by
post-Born corrections (Pratten & Lewis 2016). These
corrections are necessary only in CMB lensing (in cos-
mic shear, their contribution is O(1%), see Figure 7 of
Pratten & Lewis 2016).
For a source with a given redshift, the convergence BS
is more sensitive to lower-z structures than the conver-
gence PS (see, e.g., see Figure 4 of Takada & Jain 2002),
because the matter BS (PS) evolves proportionally to
the fourth (second) power of the linear growth factor in
the linear regime. Therefore, the matter BS and PS can
probe structures with different redshifts in a complimen-
tary manner.
6.1. CMB lensing
Namikawa et al. (2019) recently measured the
convergence BS in full-sky light-cone simulations
(Takahashi et al. 2017). Here we compare their measure-
ments with the theoretical predictions. Takahashi et al.
(2017) ran cosmological N -body simulations of the
inhomogeneous mass distribution in the universe, from
the present to the last scattering surface. Their cosmo-
logical model was consistent with the WMAP 9yr result
(Hinshaw et al. 2013). The authors also calculated the
light-ray paths deflected by the intervening matter in
a ray-tracing simulation, which tracks the trajectories
of the light rays emitted from the observer’s position
(at z = 0) to the last scattering surface (the ray-tracing
scheme is detailed in Shirasaki et al. 2015). Their
results included the post-Born effects. Takahashi et al.
(2017) provided 108 full-sky convergence maps18 based
on the HEALPix pixelization with Nside = 8192 (4096),
corresponding to a pixel size of 0.48 (0.96) arcmin
(Go´rski et al. 2005). They confirmed that the conver-
gence PS agrees with the theoretical CAMB prediction
using the Halofit PS option (within 5% at ℓ ≤ 2000 on
the high-resolution maps with Nside = 8192).
Figure 12 plots the BS measurements obtained from
the 108 maps with Nside = 8192 (Namikawa et al.
2019). The theoretical predictions were computed
for the WMAP 9yr cosmological model to be consis-
tent with the simulations. Here the nonlinear PS for
GM12, SC01 and the post-Born correction was com-
puted by the revised Halofit. For a fair comparison,
both the theoretical predictions and simulation results
were binned with the same bin width (∆ℓ = 100). The
error bars were computed for the ideal full-sky mea-
surement (i.e., the cosmic-variance limit) and scaled
as [(survey area)/(4π)]−1/2∆ℓ−3/2, assuming Gaussian
variance. Overall, our fitting formula better predicted
the BS of CMB lensing than the previously proposed
formulas. In the equilateral case, the analytical and sim-
ulated BS agreed within ∼ 10% on most angular scales.
The differences were within 0.2σ (bottom panels of Fig-
ure 12). In the flattened case, the ratio (middle panel)
was far from unity because the BS approaches zero at
ℓ & 1000. This discrepancy is approximately 0.2σ of
the cosmic variance. In the squeezed and isosceles con-
figurations, our fitting formula significantly reduced the
discrepancy between the simulation result and the ana-
lytical prediction.
Although our fitting surely improved the prediction
accuracy, noticeable discrepancies from the simulations
were introduced by several sources. First, the finite
thickness of the lens planes employed in the ray-tracing
simulations may affect the simulations at ℓ < 200 (the
same effect on convergence PS is demonstrated in Figure
10 of Takahashi et al. 2017). Second, the flat-sky formula
in Eq. (16) is inaccurate at large angular scales (the accu-
racy of the flat-sky approximation in the cosmic-shear PS
is detailed in Kilbinger et al. 2017; Kitching et al. 2017).
For example, in the squeezed limit, the minimum multi-
pole is fixed as ℓ3 = 50, but a larger ℓ3 can mitigate the
discrepancy (Namikawa et al. 2019). Since reducing the
finite thickness of lens planes requires more numerically
expensive simulations, we will leave the detailed study
for future work.
6.2. Cosmic shear
18 These maps are available at
http://cosmo.phys.hirosaki-u.ac.jp/takahasi/allsky_raytracing.
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Fig. 12.— Convergence bispectra measured from simulation maps of CMB lensing. The black symbols were averaged from 108 full-sky
maps (Takahashi et al. 2017; Namikawa et al. 2019). The error bars are the standard deviations scaled by [(survey area)/(4pi)]−1/2. The
solid red, dashed orange, and dotted brown curves are the theoretical predictions based on BiHalofit, GM12, and SC01, respectively. The
middle panels plot the relative deviations from the red curves: ∆B/B ≡ Bκ/BBiHalofitκ − 1. In the bottom panels, these deviations are
further divided by the relative standard deviation (σ/B).
Let us now consider the cosmic-shear signals in galaxy-
shape measurements, which probe lower redshifts than
CMB lensing. Sato et al. (2009) ran cosmological N -
body simulations and subsequent ray-tracing simulations
under the flat-sky approximation. Despite their small
field of view (5×5 deg2), they acquired sufficiently many
weak-lensing maps (1000) for an accurate BS measure-
ment. Their cosmological model was consistent with the
WMAP 3yr result (Spergel et al. 2007).
Figure 13 plots the convergence BS at a source red-
shift of zs = 1, measured from the 1000 maps by
Kayo et al. (2013). The theoretical and simulation re-
sults were consistently binned with ∆ log10 ℓ = 0.13. The
simulation results were valid (within 5% error) up to
ℓ ≃ 4000, as confirmed by comparing the results with
those from low- and high-resolution maps (Sato et al.
2009; Valageas et al. 2012). Overall, the plot shows a
similar trend to the matter BS at z = 0.55 (see Figure
5). Our fitting formula well agreed with the simulation
(within 10% level up to ℓ = 4000). The deviation at
small scales (ℓ & 4000) was attributed to the limited
resolution of the simulation.
As the cosmological models in this and the previous
subsections (6.1 and 6.2) differ from the Planck 2015, the
agreement with the weak-lensing simulations provides a
nontrivial validation of our formula for other cosmologi-
cal models.
7. DISCUSSION
7.1. Systematics in CMB lensing
In CMB lensing measurements, the lensing map
is reconstructed through mode-mixing of the CMB
anisotropies induced by lensing (Hu & Okamoto 2002).
Therefore, any other sources of mode-mixing can
bias the lensing measurements and hence the BS of
CMB lensing. Bias can be sourced from instru-
mentation factors such as masking, inhomogeneous
noise, beam, and point sources (Hanson et al. 2009;
Namikawa et al. 2013), and from extragalactic fore-
grounds such as the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect,
the cosmic infrared background (Osborne et al. 2014;
van Engelen et al. 2014; Madhavacheril & Hill 2018),
and its lensing (Mishra & Schaan 2019). Calibration un-
certainties in the CMB map are also important sources
of systematic error, because when the lensing reconstruc-
tion is performed by a quadratic estimator, the measured
BS depends on the sixth power of the map-calibration un-
certainties. In contrast, the lensing PS depends on the
fourth power of the map-calibration uncertainties. Com-
bining the BS and PS is expected to constrain the bias
contributed by the instrumental uncertainties and astro-
physical sources, because these sources affect the spectra
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Fig. 13.— Convergence bispectra measured from 1000 simulation maps at the source redshift zs = 1 (Sato et al. 2009; Kayo et al. 2013).
Black circles are the measured averages, and the red curves were predicted by our model. The dashed orange and brown dotted curves
were obtained by GM12 and SC01, respectively. The field of view of each map is 5× 5 deg2 and the error bars are the standard deviations
scaled by [(survey are)/(25 deg2))]−1/2. The bottom panels plot the relative deviations from the red curves.
in different ways. A joint analysis of the PS and BS
is therefore crucial for a robust cosmological analysis in
future CMB experiments.
7.2. Intrinsic alignment
The intrinsic alignment (IA) of galaxies is a ma-
jor systematic error in cosmic shear (reviewed by
Troxel & Ishak 2015; Joachimi et al. 2015). A massive
structure near the source galaxy exerts a tidal force that
distorts the shapes and contaminates the lensing signal.
Approximately 10% of the cosmic-shear BS is contami-
nated by this mechanism (Semboloni et al. 2008). Sev-
eral authors have proposed methods for mitigating or
removing the contamination from the signal (Shi et al.
2010; Troxel & Ishak 2012). The combined PS and BS
can strongly constrain not only the cosmological param-
eters but also the IA.
7.3. Bispectrum covariance
Thus far, we have not discussed the modeling of
BS covariance, which is another important ingredient
of cosmological likelihood analysis. The BS covari-
ance of Gaussian fluctuations has a simple form given
by the PS and the shot noise (Sefusatti et al. 2006).
However, in the nonlinear regime, one should con-
sider the non-Gaussian and super-sample contributions
(e.g., Takada & Hu 2013), which complicate the evalua-
tion. In such cases, the covariance has been estimated
by perturbation theory (e.g., Sugiyama et al. 2019),
the halo model (e.g., Kayo et al. 2013; Rizzato et al.
2018), and an ensemble of simulation mocks (e.g.,
Sato & Nishimichi 2013; Chan & Blot 2017; Chan et al.
2018; Colavincenzo et al. 2019). To estimate an unbiased
inverse covariance, the last approach should generate
more mocks than a number of k-bins (e.g., Hartlap et al.
2007); consequently, the number of mocks can be huge
(> 102–3). This topic is reserved for future work.
7.4. Emulator
Several groups are developing nonlinear PS em-
ulators that interpolate simulation results over a
wide range of wavenumbers, redshifts, and cosmo-
logical models (Lawrence et al. 2017; Garrison et al.
2018; Nishimichi et al. 2019; Knabenhans et al. 2019;
DeRose et al. 2019). We expect that developing a sim-
ilar emulator for BS is much more formidable, for two
reasons. First, we measure a binned BS but require
an unbinned BS (recall that BS is sensitive to binning).
Therefore, we cannot simply interpolate the measured
quantities. Second, BS measurements have larger sample
variances than PS measurements, which demand many
realizations in each cosmological model. This is compu-
tationally expensive.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have constructed a fitting formula of the matter BS
calibrated in high-resolution N -body simulations of 41
wCDM models around the Planck 2015 best-fit ΛCDM
model. The calibration covers a wide range of wavenum-
bers (up to k = 30 hMpc−1) and redshifts (z = 0–10) for
the Planck 2015 model. The 40 wCDM models supple-
ment the calibration at z = 0–1.5. We also performed
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TABLE 2
Calibration range
Cosmological minimum k maximum k redshift calibration
model (hMpc−1) (hMpc−1)
Planck 2015 ΛCDM 1.6× 10−3 14− 48 0–10 sim. & SPT
40 wCDM 1.6× 10−3 14− 28 0–1.5 sim. & SPT
1.6× 10−3 0.18− 0.28 2–10 SPT
Note. — Calibration range of k and z in the simulations and the one-
loop SPT. The maximum k slightly depends on redshift (see Figure 4). In
the 40 wCDM models at z = 2–10, the calibration was done only by SPT.
a large-scale calibration using perturbation theory for
all the cosmological models (at k < 0.3 hMpc−1 and
z = 0–10). The calibration range is summarized in Ta-
ble 2. The simulation boxes are sufficiently large (side
length L = 1, 2, and 4 h−1Gpc) to cover almost all tri-
angles (k1, k2, k3) measured in forthcoming weak-lensing
surveys and CMB lensing experiments. The accuracy
was within 10 (15)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 in the red-
shift range z = 0–3 for the Planck 2015 model. The rms
deviation was 2.7 (3.2)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 for
z = 0–3. Therefore, the accuracy was approximately 3%
for most of the triangles and 10–15% only for the worst
cases. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the 40 wCDM models
was around 20% for k < 3 hMpc−1 and z = 0–1.5. In
these models, a 10% intrinsic scatter was introduced to
the simulation data by the single realization. The rms
deviation was 8.0 (11.2)% up to k = 3 (10)hMpc−1 for
z = 0–1.5. The user can easily incorporate the baryonic
effects (calibrated using IllustrisTNG) into the fitting for-
mula. We also confirmed that the formula reproduces
the weak-lensing convergence BS measured in light-cone
simulations.
The σ8 inferred from the Planck results is larger than
that estimated from cosmic shear and galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing σ8 (σ8 ∼ 0.81 vs. ∼ 0.77; e.g., MacCrann et al. 2015;
Abbott et al. 2018; Planck Collaboration 2018b). Com-
bining weak-lensing PS and BS can tighten the σ8 con-
straint by a factor of 1.6–3 (e.g., Takada & Jain 2004;
Kayo & Takada 2013), providing new clues for solving
this controversy.
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APPENDIX
A. HALO MODEL
The halo model, which assumes that all matter is confined in halos, is widely applied in nonlinear BS estimation (e.g.,
Cooray & Hu 2001; Cooray & Sheth 2002; Valageas & Nishimichi 2011; Kayo et al. 2013; Yamamoto et al. 2017). The
basic properties of a halo of mass M are characterized by the mass function dn(M)/dM , the spherical density profile
ρ(r;M), and the first- and second-order halo biases b1,2(M). This model decomposes the matter BS into three terms:
one- (1h), two- (2h), and three-halo (3h) terms. The 1h and 3h terms dominate at small and large scales, respectively.
The 2h term fills the gap between the 1h and 3h terms and only minimally contributes at intermediate scales, except
at the squeezed limit. The BS is given by
B(k1, k2, k3) = B
HM
1h (k1, k2, k3)+B
HM
2h (k1, k2, k3) +B
HM
3h (k1, k2, k3). (A1)
The 1h term comes from the density profile of a single halo:
BHM1h (k1, k2, k3) =
∫
dM
dn(M)
dM
(
M
ρ¯
)3
u(k1;M)u(k2;M)u(k3;M), (A2)
where ρ¯ is the cosmic mean density and u(k;M) is the Fourier transform of the scaled density profile ρ(r;M)/M . The
2h term describes the correlation among two points in the same halo and a third point in another halo:
BHM2h (k1, k2, k3) = I
1
2 (k1, k2)I
1
1 (k3)PL(k3) + 2 perm., (A3)
with
I12 (k1, k2) =
∫
dM
dn(M)
dM
(
M
ρ¯
)2
b1(M)u(k1;M)u(k2;M). (A4)
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The 3h term describes the spatial correlation among three different halos:
BHM3h (k1, k2, k3) = I
1
1 (k1)I
1
1 (k2)I
1
1 (k3)Btree(k1, k2, k3) +
[
I11 (k1)I
1
1 (k2)I
2
1 (k3)PL(k1)PL(k2) + 2 perm.
]
= 2
[
F2(k1,k2) +
I21 (k3)
2I11 (k3)
]
I11 (k1)I
1
1 (k2)I
1
1 (k3)PL(k1)PL(k2) + 2 perm., (A5)
with
Iβ1 (k) =
∫
dM
dn(M)
dM
M
ρ¯
bβ(M)u(k;M). (A6)
The 2h and 3h terms are proportional to PL and (PL)
2, respectively.
B. FITTING FORMULA
Our fitting formula adopts the Halofit parameterization for nonlinear PS (Smith et al. 2003). The dimensionless
linear PS is defined as ∆2L(k) = k
3PL(k)/(2π
2). The nonlinear scale k−1NL is determined as
σ2(k−1NL) = 1, σ
2(R) =
∫
d ln k∆2L(k) e
−k2R2 . (B1)
The effective spectral index at kNL is defined as
neff + 3 = −
d lnσ2(R)
d lnR
∣∣∣∣
R=k−1
NL
. (B2)
We also introduce a scaled wavenumber, qi = ki/kNL (i = 1, 2 and 3). Note that the quantities kNL and neff are
evaluated at a given redshift. Identical parameters were defined in Smith et al. (2003).
The fitting function is the sum of the 1h and 3h terms:
B(k1, k2, k3) = B1h(k1, k2, k3) +B3h(k1, k2, k3). (B3)
The 1h term is
B1h(k1, k2, k3) =
3∏
i=1
[
1
anq
αn
i + bnq
βn
i
1
1 + (cnqi)
−1
]
. (B4)
Here B1h is assumed as the product of identical functions of q1, q2, and q3. Similarly, the halo model B
HM
1h given by
Eq. (A2) is the product of u(ki) terms. The 3h term is given by
B3h(k1, k2, k3) = 2 [F2(k1,k2) + dnq3] I(k1)I(k2)I(k3)PE(k1)PE(k2) + 2 perm., (B5)
with
PE(k) =
1 + fnq
2
1 + gnq + hnq2
PL(k) +
1
mnqµn + nnqνn
1
1 + (pnq)
−3 , I(k) =
1
1 + enq
. (B6)
Here PE(k) defines the “enhanced” PS, obtained by adding a small-scale enhancement to the linear PS. The first
(second) term of PE is similar to the 2h (1h) term of Halofit for the nonlinear PS. Similarly, I(k) and dnq correspond
to I11 (k) and I
2
1 (k)/[2I
1
1 (k)] in the halo model, respectively. This 3h term approaches the tree level in the low-k limit.
The 3h term B3h includes the 2h contribution B
HM
2h in the halo model, as discussed below. As B
HM
2h is proportional to
PL, several terms proportional to PL in B3h correspond to B
HM
2h . The enhanced PS can be decomposed into the linear
PS and the small-scale enhancement: PE(k) ≃ PL(k) + P
2nd
E (k) (where the prefactor of PL in Eq. (B6) is ignored).
The terms proportional to PL are given from Eq. (B5) by
B3h(k1, k2, k3)|∝PL ≃ 2
[
{F2(k1,k3) + dnq2}P
2nd
E (k1) + (k1 ↔ k2)
]
I(k1)I(k2)I(k3)PL(k3) + 2 perm. (B7)
Therefore, 2[{F2(k1,k3) + dnq2}P
2nd
E (k1) + (k1 ↔ k2)]I(k1)I(k2) in the above equation corresponds to I
1
2 (k1, k2) in
BHM2h . Eq. (B7) enhances the squeezed B3h at intermediate scales (see also Figure 14).
The above fitting parameters (an, bn, ...) are polynomials in terms of neff and log10 σ8, where σ8 is the spherical
overdensity at a radius of 8 h−1Mpc at redshift z (i.e., σ8(z = 0) multiplied by the linear growth factor). The amplitude-
determining parameters (i.e., an, bn,mn and nn) are functions of log10 σ8, whereas most of the other parameters are
functions of neff . As B(k1, k2, k3) and P (k) have dimensions of [L
6] and [L3], respectively, an and bn have dimensions
of [L−2], mn and nn have dimensions of [L
−3], and all other parameters are dimensionless. Here the length unit is
chosen as [L] = [h−1Mpc].
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The fitting parameters of the 1h term are given by
log10 an = −2.167− 2.944 log10 σ8 − 1.106 (log10 σ8)
2 − 2.865 (log10 σ8)
3 − 0.310 rγn1 ,
log10 bn = −3.428− 2.681 log10 σ8 + 1.624 (log10 σ8)
2
− 0.095 (log10 σ8)
3
,
log10 cn = 0.159− 1.107neff,
log10 αn = min
[
−4.348− 3.006neff − 0.5745n
2
eff + 10
−0.9+0.2neff r22 , log10
(
1−
2
3
ns
)]
,
log10 βn = −1.731− 2.845neff − 1.4995n
2
eff − 0.2811n
3
eff + 0.007 r2,
log10 γn = 0.182 + 0.570neff, (B8)
where r1,2 are ratios of the minimum (kmin) and middle (kmid) wavenumbers to the maximum (kmax) wavenumber of
the triangle, respectively, given by
r1 =
kmin
kmax
, r2 =
kmid + kmin − kmax
kmax
. (B9)
The r1,2 represents a “halo triaxiality” in the 1h term (Smith et al. 2006): r1,2 → 0 in the squeezed case (kmin ≪
kmid ≃ kmax), r1 (r2) → 0.5 (0) in the flattened case (kmin ≃ kmid ≃ kmax/2), and r1,2 → 1 in the equilateral case
(kmin ≃ kmid ≃ kmax). These terms slightly enhance (suppress) the squeezed (equilateral) BS at k & 5 hMpc
−1. To
ensure that the 1h term is smaller than the tree level in the low-k limit, the maximum αn was set to αn,max = 1−(2/3)ns
(where ns is the spectral index of the initial PS).
The parameters of the 3h term are given by
log10 fn = −10.533− 16.838neff − 9.3048n
2
eff − 1.8263n
3
eff,
log10 gn = 2.787 + 2.405neff + 0.4577n
2
eff,
log10 hn = −1.118− 0.394neff,
log10mn = −2.605− 2.434 log10 σ8 + 5.710 (log10 σ8)
2
,
log10 nn = −4.468− 3.080 log10 σ8 + 1.035 (log10 σ8)
2
,
log10 µn = 15.312 + 22.977neff + 10.9579n
2
eff + 1.6586n
3
eff,
log10 νn = 1.347 + 1.246neff + 0.4525n
2
eff,
log10 pn = 0.071− 0.433neff,
log10 dn = −0.483 + 0.892 log10 σ8 − 0.086Ωm,
log10 en = −0.632 + 0.646neff. (B10)
Here Ωm is the matter density parameter at z. Note again that an and bn (mn and nn) have the units of h
2Mpc−2
(h3Mpc−3) and the other parameters are dimensionless. As the calibration was performed from z = 0 to 10, the
formula should be switched to the tree level at z > 10.
We checked that the above fitting parameters (an, bn, ...) did not depend on other cosmological parameters as follows:
we fitted the formula to the Planck 2015 model at each redshift and to each wCDM model at z = 0: then, it turned
out that the best-fit values of them (an, bn, ...) mainly depend on two parameters of neff and σ8, and did not correlate
with the other parameters (i.e., cosmological parameters and redshift).
Figure 14 plots the separate contributions of B1h and B3h at z = 0.55 in the Planck 2015 model. The results are
unbinned. In the equilateral and flattened cases, the 1h (3h) term clearly dominated at small (large) scales. In the
squeezed case, the 1h (3h) term dominated in the nonlinear (linear) regime of k3. In all cases, the second term of PE
enhances the 3h term at intermediate scales (k ≃ 1–10 hMpc−1).
Figure 15 shows the binning effect on BS. The binning affected the squeezed BS, because the cosine term in the F2
kernel is very sensitive to the squeezed triangle configuration (for details, see section IIB of Namikawa et al. 2019).
C. FITTING THE RATIO OF THE BISPECTRUM WITH BARYONS TO THAT WITHOUT BARYONS
This appendix fits the ratio of the BS with baryons to that without baryons. The ratio, defined as Rb in Eq. (13),
was calibrated in the TNG300-1 simulation (Nelson et al. 2019). The analysis included all triangle configurations
(k1, k2, k3) satisfying the following two conditions: a) the number of triangles in the bin exceeds 10
6 to remove noisy
data points, and b) the shot-noise contribution is less than 3%. The fitting range was k = 0.03–30 hMpc−1 and
z = 0–10 (eleven redshifts of z = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10).
For z ≤ 5, the BS ratio Rb was given by
Rb(k1, k2, k3) =
3∏
i=1
[
A0 exp
{
−
∣∣∣∣xi − µ0σ0
∣∣∣∣
α0}
−A1 exp
{
−
(
xi − µ1
σ1
)2}
+
{(
ki
k∗
)α2
+ 1
}β2]
, (C1)
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Fig. 14.— Contributions of the one-halo (1h) and three-halo (3h) terms to the total-matter bispectrum in the fitting formula.
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Fig. 15.— Effect of k−binning on the bispectrum fitting formula. The black curve is the unbinned result, and the dashed red curve is
the binned result with a bin width of ∆ log10 k = 0.1.
where xi = log10[ki/(hMpc
−1)]. The fitting parameters are the following functions of the scale factor a:
A0 = 0.068 (a− 0.5)
0.47
Θ(a− 0.5),
µ0 = 0.018 a+ 0.837 a
2,
σ0 = 0.881µ0,
α0 = 2.346,
A1 = 1.052 (a− 0.2)
1.41
Θ(a− 0.2),
µ1 =
∣∣0.172 + 3.048 a− 0.675 a2∣∣ ,
σ1 = (0.494− 0.039 a)µ1,
k∗ = 29.90− 38.73 a+ 24.30 a
2,
α2 = 2.25,
α2β2 =
0.563
(a/0.06)
0.02
+ 1
, (C2)
where k∗ has units of hMpc
−1 and Θ(x) is the step function: Θ(x) = 1 and 0 for x ≥ 0 and x < 0, respectively.
The first term of Eq. (C1) represents the small enhancement at intermediate scales (k ≃ 1–10 hMpc−1) and low
z (< 1), the second term is the depression at k ≈ 10 hMpc−1, and the last term is the strong enhancement at high
k (& 10 hMpc−1). The ratio Rb approaches unity in the low-k limit.
At higher redshifts (z > 5; z = 7 and 10 in our data), Rb = 1 was a good approximation in our fitting range
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(k < 30 hMpc−1), because the effects of AGN feedback and star formation on BS were suppressed at high z.
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